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serves in part to buffermelanogaster against environmental variation
to ensure robustness of D/V patterning.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2011.05.306
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The PAR proteins and the actin cytoskeleton are necessary to
generate cell diversity throughout development. Cdc42 and its
effectors, WASp/WAVE and the Arp2/3 complex, are well-conserved
regulators of actin nucleation and branching, which is necessary for
proper cell polarization and membrane trafficking. Members of the
PAR polarity complex can regulate membrane traffic as well. In the
Caenorhabditis elegans one-celled embryo, asymmetric localization of
the PAR polarity cues distinguishes the anterior end from the
posterior. The anterior PAR complex, CDC-42 and RHO-1, as well as
the actomyosin network become enriched at the anterior cortex
while PAR-2 and PAR-1 are localized to the posterior cortex. CDC-42
acts specifically to maintain PAR asymmetry, yet it remains unclear
how exactly CDC-42 functions in this role. We have found that
depletion of the C. elegans orthologs of Cdc42, Arp2/3 and WASp/
WAVE leads to similar defects in cortical actin dynamics specifically
during polarity maintenance phase. During this time, PAR asymmetry
also fails to be stably maintained suggesting that the conserved
Cdc42/WASp/WAVE pathway is functioning to stabilize polarity in the
embryo. Disruptions in the cortical localization of DYN-1-GFP and
cytoplasmic aggregates of endosomal markers have been observed.
This raises the possibility that Arp2/3-mediated actin dynamics,
regulated by Cdc42 and WASp/WAVE, play a role in the organization
of endocytic trafficking in the early embryo that may also contribute
to PAR domain stability during polarity maintenance phase.
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Recent studies have show that a rotationalmovement of the node cilia
generates a leftward fluid flow to break the left-right symmetry. Despite
the importance of cilia at the node, very little is known about the
mechanisms that regulate the node cilia development. In this presenta-
tion, we show, for the first time, the molecular mechanisms of how
monocilia at the node is developed. We took an advantage of conditional
gene knockout approach to assess the requirement of bone morphoge-
netic protein (BMP) signaling for breaking the left-right symmetry. The
resulted embryos develop a left-isomerism evidenced by bilateral
expressions of left-side specific markers. We found that BMP signaling
through a type I receptor ACVRI is critical to develop node cilia and
subsequent generation of a leftward fluid flow at node. Using mouse
embryonic fibroblast cells from the mutant embryos, we found that BMP
signaling positively controls the levels of cyclin-dependent kinase (cdk)
inhibitors and thereforemaintains cells intoquiescence,which is critical to
induce primary cilia. We also confirmed that the cdk inhibitor is
exclusively produced at the node under the tight control of BMP signaling
when embryos start to break symmetry. Taken together, our results
suggest that BMP signaling governs the cell cycle arrest in the node cells to
developnode cilia, and thusprovide insight into the fundamental question
about how node is defined as the “node” for breaking of left-right
symmetry in vertebrates.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2011.05.308
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In mammals, left–right (L–R) asymmetry is generated by posteriorly
tilted monocilia on the surface of the embryonic node. These cilia drive a
unidirectional leftwards flow of extra-cellular fluid across the node and
thereby activate asymmetric gene expression. How the mechanical force
of fluid flow is translated into intracellular biochemical signals is
unknown. The two-cilia hypothesis argues that, as well as motile cilia
generating fluid flow, immotile sensorycilia respond to this flowthrougha
Pkd2-mediatedmechanism, eliciting a Ca2+ spike at the left periphery of
the node. However, a putative mechanosensory Pkd2 partner has
remained elusive. We have identified the polycystin 1-related locus
Pkd1l1 as a crucial component of L–R patterning in mouse. Systematic
comparison of Pkd1l1 and Pkd2 mutants reveals strong phenocopying;
bothmutants fail to activate asymmetric gene expression at the node and
lateral platemesodermandexhibit right isomerismof the lungs.Nodecilia
are morphologically normal and demonstrate typical motility, consistent
with Pkd1l1 and Pkd2 acting downstream of leftward flow.We show that
Pkd1l1 is strikingly enriched in the embryonic node, and that its protein
product co-localises with Pkd2 in primary cilia. Immunoprecipitation
experiments demonstrate that Pkd1l1 and Pkd2 physically interact, an
association mediated by Pkd1l1's intracellular coiled coil domain. These
data argue that Pkd1l1 is the long-undiscovered mechanosensitive
partner of Pkd2 required for the sensation of leftward flow. Our future
experiments aim to uncover the molecular and cellular bases of Pkd1l1's
apparent mechanosensitive role during L–R specification.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2011.05.309
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FGF signaling controls a diverse range of developmental functions,
including cellular differentiation, migration and proliferation. Re-
cently, it has been shown that FGF signaling regulates cilia length and
function in multiple epithelia during Zebrafish and Xenopus devel-
opment (Neugebauer et al., Nature 2009, Hong and Dawid, PNAS
2009). Here, we find that inhibition of FGF signaling at defined
developmental stages shows distinct functions in the left–right pathway,
including functions downstream of cilia. Strikingly, embryos in which FGF
signaling is inhibited after midsomitogenesis have isolated perturbation of
brain asymmetry, with bilateral expression of normally left-sided markers
lefty1 and cyclops (TGF-β family members), while keeping expression of
left-sided markers in the lateral plate mesoderm (LPM) normal, including
southpaw and lefty2. Previously it was proposed that southpaw in the LPM
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